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Hello, Beautiful Cuenca!
I can’t believe it’s already June. Wow! Time flies while living in such 
a vibrant and active city. It seems like there have been festivities and 
holidays every few weeks. I hope you have had the opportunity to 
get out and enjoy the beautiful weather and all the celebrations.
We had the pleasure of hosting the 2nd Annual Governor’s Expat 
Humanitarian Award on May 7, 2019. We were honored by all those 
who came out for this congratulatory evening of graciousness and 
gratitude. 
This event would not have been possible without the backing of 
our local business community.  I would like to thank all the vendors 
that provided drinks, hors d’oeuvres, and entertainment during the 
reception. I would also like to thank our sponsors for their support. 

PUBLISHER’S LETTER

CONTRIBUTORS

One exciting feature I hope you were able to see was the electric vehicle on display by Trophy Sponsor BYD E-Motors.  
In addition, I would also like to thank the Steering Committee members: Dr. René Cabrera of SOI OPTICAS, Janet Loman, and 
Gringo Visas. Without your support, this event would not be possible. 
Ecuador may be the only country in the world and Azuay is the only province in Ecuador that officially honors the expat 
community for its humanitarian contributions. We thank Governor Xavier Enderica and his special guest US Ambassador Todd 
C. Chapman for their continuous encouragement.
As you all know, this award has a special place in my heart. Knowing so many people come together to support our community 
makes me proud. While I was touched by all the stories, I was equally moved by the comments and responses afterward. 
Adrien Winger posted, “This is a reminder to me that I can do more to help others.” This highlights the very purpose of the 
award. Congratulations to 2019 recipients HKIE’s Tod and Mary Freeman and all the other nominees.  I hope to see you all at 
next year’s event.

Best regards to all,

Melody J. Crabb

Lorena Dávalos González, 38, is a yoga teacher 
certified by Yoga Alliance. She started practicing 
yoga when she was young, deepening in this 
practice and oriental philosophy studies since 
she was 25 years old. She decided to open her 
Adhikara center so that she could share all the 
benefits that she received through practice.

Teresa Drake, formerly of Florida, has been in 
Cuenca 1 ½ years with her husband of 11 years, 
Raymond Drake. Graduated Ferris State University 
BA with honors, fiber artist, quilter, award winning 
photographer, former photographer for Great 
Lakes Lighthouse Festival, published author and 
writer.

Henry Noel is a retired aerospace engineer turned 
acupuncturist/spiritual healer and teacher. Having 
transitioned from outer-space to inner-space he 
maintains a transitional websiwte, www.waken2017.
com, dedicated to guiding those seeking a better 
understanding of themselves and the world we 
live in. With his wife Rita, traveling has become a 
hobby.

Edward Lindquist.  Successful California-born 
businessman, Ed is Managing Partner of Expats 
Magazines Group, parent company of Cuenca 
Expats Magazine, Coastal Expats Magazine, Quito 
Expats Magazine, REDBOOK, the Directory of 
English-Speaking Businesses and Services, and 
YAPA On-Line.  Ed has called beautiful Cuenca his 
home for the last 5 years.

Jeff Salz. Google ‘anthropologist/adventurer’ 
and at the top of all listings is one guy—Jeff Salz. 
Celebrated as “America’s Leading Anthropologist 
and Adventurer” by both the Discovery Channel 
and History Channel, Jeff is a member of the pres-
tigious Speaker Hall of Fame and author of The 
Way of Adventure: Transforming Your Life and 
Work with Spirit and Vision (published by John 
Wiley and Sons).  Reach Jeff at:  
www.wayofadventure.com.

Lorena Larriva is a 36-year-old mother of three.  
Knowing firsthand the importance of a clean home, 
she and her husband started LIMPORT 10 years 
ago so others could appreciate the same benefits.  
Since then, they have been providing residential 
and commercial cleaning services.
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Plaza las Américas, local #15 (Av. Las Américas y calle del Tejar)
Mon to Sat:  10am - 8pm  /  Sun: 10am - 6pm

       099 860 4290         matthewbagelstore@gmail.com
matthewbagelstore

Pastrami was introduced to the United States in a 
wave of Jewish immigration from Romania to New York 
as early as 1872. 

The raw meat is brined, partially dried, seasoned 
with herbs and spices, then smoked, and steamed. Beef 
plate is the traditional cut of meat for making pastrami, 
although it is now common in the United States for it to 
be made from beef brisket or beef round. Like corned 
beef, pastrami was originally created as a way to 
preserve meat before refrigeration.

Matthew Bagel Store is an American-Jewish bakery 
and cake shop. It is directed mainly expats that reside 
in the city of Cuenca, Ecuador. Bene Placito provides 
a variety of mature and fresh cheeses imported from 
different parts of Europe. It also offers wines  and of 
course the famous Dill Pickles (olives, eggplant, etc.).

Photograph by Luis Nieto

e d u c a t i o n a l
f e a t u r e

We Have Pastrami
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Proud Sponsor of 

Governor’s Expat

Hum
anitarian Award
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Perla Azul, Salinas. General view of the building

Perla Azul, Salinas. Exterior view of the pool area and common areasPerla Azul, Salinas. Interior view of apartment 
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T o talk about the architectural influences incorporated into the culture, language, and 
customs of Ecuador, one must begin with the history of the territory known as Ecuador. 

Ecuador has been inhabited for about 11,000 years and these inhabitants have influenced 
the culture, language, and customs of its peoples. 

Architecturally, Ecuador’s largest and latest influences were, of course, from the Spanish 
after arriving in 1531 and conquering the Inca in 1532. But before the arrival of the Spanish 
and even before the rise of the Inca Empire, Ecuador was the home of a number of ancient 
tribes whose skills and architectural prowess has stood the test of time.

The arrival of Francisco Pizarro’s expedition began the Spanish influence in the architecture 
of Ecuador. This Spanish-colonial architecture is found in every city and town that was ever 
visited by the Spanish. From the oldest monastery to the newest and most modern city, the 
Spanish look and feel is undeniable. 

In Cuenca, we are surrounded by the beautiful architectural works with Spanish and other 
European influences such as the Old and New Cathedrals, the Mayor’s office, the Old Justice 
building, and many others that have been well-preserved. 

More recent years have seen several newer buildings depart from the classic Spanish 
colonial style that typifies the region. Modern architects often draw inspiration from current 
world-wide trends, and the more modern cities in Ecuador boast newer and older sections 
with very different architectural styles. 

One such architectural firm leading this transition from the old to the new is Vintimilla 
Constructora.  Vintimilla Constructora is one firm looking to make a statement by designing 
and building unique structures in Ecuador. With offices in Cuenca, Salinas, and Guayaquil, 
they are making a name for themselves.

Vintimilla Constructora was started in 1965 by Ing. Marcelo Vintimilla Borrero father of 
the present owner, Arq. Pablo Vintimilla. Facing the challenges of modifying traditional 
architectural designs and innovating building practices while bridging the old technologies 
with new technologies, materials, and building methods has not been an easy task. “It is 
difficult to get others (legislatures and the public) to let go of traditional workmanship while 
introducing new, artistic, innovative, and safer construction methods altering the types of 
construction methods familiar to everyone.

“I am 57 years old and a native Cuencano. I am married with three children all of whom 
work for the company. I worked for my father and decided to study architecture. With 39 
years of experience in design, architecture, and construction, I have seen this industry 
change quite a lot. I am a lover and breeder of horses, and I participate in equestrian harness 
competitions. It is a sport which allows me to be close to nature, and it is this closeness to 
nature I like to incorporate in my designs.

“Our construction activity is 90% residential including apartment buildings, housing 
developments, and single-family homes with the remaining 10% being commercial land 
development and business construction.

Vintimilla Constructora
Builder of Dreams

By Henry George Noël
Photographs Courtesy of Construcciones Vintimilla
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“Our offices are located in Cuenca at Av. Ordoñez Lasso 
and Calle de Higuerillas, in Salinas on the ground floor 
of the AQUAMIRA apartment building located on the 
malecón and in Guayaquil on Avenida Pedro Menendez 
Gilbert. We are a family-owned and operated business. 
By having my two daughters and my son assisting me, we 
add the latest generations’ knowledge to exemplify future 
construction styles, innovations, and environmentally 
sound concepts to our industry. We employ approximately 
250 people who are treated as part of this family.  Our 
internal team as well as the professionals needed for every 
aspect of construction and design join together to build 
the dream home or business facility of our valued clients.

 “Our biggest challenges continue to be the 
development of projects that meet the expectations of 
our national and international clients, complying with 
and educating regulatory agencies on better and safer 
construction methods and materials, and placing the 
environment above the needs and wants of everyone. We 
use the latest technologies and methods to harmoniously 
integrate our projects to meet and exceed the cities’ 
requirements under their urban development plans.

“In the past 15 years we have seen a significant 
growth of international residents settling in our country, 
especially Cuenca, including many Ecuadorian citizens 
returning home after years of living abroad. This influx of 
internationally astute buyers has helped the real estate 
market grow in Ecuador.

“However, this has also created expectations for higher 
quality, modern, safely constructed, and environmentally 
friendly residences. This influx of people has also created 
the demand for new products never before available 
in Ecuador along with guarantees and higher quality 
expectations.

“As a company, because of the growth in population, 
we realized that we had to develop alternative projects 
that satisfy these new users. We understand, for example, 
the important needs of young people who have recently 
married and now seek their very first home. The demands 
are always changing, and as a company, we realize we 
must change with these demands.

“The construction industry has moved from doing the 
same thing the same way to being one of continuous 
innovation and improvement. We can no longer design 

Jardines de la Sierra, Cuenca. Interior view house 

Jardines de la Sierra, Cuenca

Jardines de la Sierra, Cuenca. Front main view 

Jardines de la Sierra, Cuenca. Interior view house 
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and build using old-school methodologies. Our learning 
and experience over these many years has provided us 
a framework of continuous improvement and innovation 
all because the needs of our clients are continuously 
changing: newer and better improved spaces, technology, 
finishes, designs, and materials that incorporate our clients’ 
dreams. As a result, we have become better innovators.

“It has taken some time and a lot of pressure on 
legislatures to allow many of the newer and better-quality 
products into Ecuador from all over the world. This has 
led to Ecuador now manufacturing many of the latest 
construction products in-country. This merging of imports 
and manufacturing is opening the door to higher quality, 
safer, and more environmentally friendly construction 
products than ever before.

“We are far from done. Because Ecuador is located on 
the Ring of Fire, we experience many earthquakes. The 
devastation in Manabí was a wake-up call to legislatures 
that they must to do something other than enabling the 
status quo. Our company policy, apart from providing the 
best service and design of our products, is to provide the 
greatest security to our customers. Because of this, we 

have been at the forefront of the use of quality materials 
incorporating the latest technology and safety standards 
which allows us to say we have never had any type of 
accident in our construction provoked by these types of 
catastrophes in our country. This is because we not only 
comply with all the required construction standards; we 
exceed them.

“It is our desire to be the innovative architectural leader 
designing the future, not simply follow those who think 
they are the leader.”
What’s the next beautiful project in Cuenca?  A yet 
unnamed apartment building at Av. Juan Iñiguez and 
Gonzalo Cordero Dávila.

Address: Av. Ordoñez Lasso & Higuerillas, 
building Pinar del Lago #4,  ground floor
Phones: 07-4089775 / 099 821 6124 
E-mail: ventas1@micasa.ec
       micasa.ec

www.micasa.ec

Verona, Cuenca. General view of the building

Verona, Cuenca. General view of the building

Verona, Cuenca. Interior view of apartment 

Verona, Cuenca. Interior view of apartment 
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When I heard Gran Colombia Suites was celebrating 
its 5th anniversary, I jumped at the chance to tell 

about my experience there.  When it was just opening, I 
was a guest for 4 months.  Just me and the original French 
Tranvía engineers.  Since then, the property has earned 
well-deserved praise from travelers from around the world 
and has the highest occupancy rate of any in town.

And why not?  Ably managed for the last 2 ½ years by 
Daniela Moncayo, the beautiful historic building is on the 
corner of Luis Cordero and Gran Colombia (a block from 
Parque Calderón). The structure was constructed by José 

It was operated for almost 30 years as “Hotel Patria”. A 
two-year restoration project by the Vázquez Family, who 
also own sister properties, Mansión Alcázar and El Dorado 
Hotel, was completed in 2014. It was transformed into 
executive suites for discerning travelers who want to stay 

guests can walk to numerous restaurants, museums, and 
explore the heart of the city.

When you enter Gran Colombia Suites, your eyes will be 
immediately drawn to the stunning design. Every element 
has been carefully perfected, from the art on the walls to 
the soaring atrium. After the bustle of El Centro, Gran 
Colombia Suites is remarkably peaceful and quiet.  Each 

special double-paned glass to ensure quiet. If you have 
ever tried to get a good night sleep in El Centro, you’ll be 

Because each room is spacious, with a kitchen, large 
sitting areas, high ceilings, and palladium windows, guests 
feel they are in a lovely apartment. The one- or two-bedroom 
suites are fully furnished and beautifully decorated, so it’s not 
hard to imagine moving in for a long visit. There is an on-site 

24-hour Front Desk, Concierge and Security Service. 
Returning guest, Jan Loman from Houston was asked 

what she liked best about her 2 weeks stay at Gran 
  .gniht eno ylno eman t’nac I“ ,deilper ehS  .setiuS aibmoloC

I love the beautiful building and my room, the cleanliness 
of the place is outstanding, and the friendly staff will do 
anything for you.  Having a 24-hour English-speaker at the 
Front Desk is very important to me as I have no Spanish. 
Plus, there is unlimited, powerful hot showers!  Something 

Suites.  It was there on my suite’s dining table the dream 
of Cuenca Expat Magazine became a reality. 

The next time a friend asks for a recommend place 
to stay in Cuenca, I trust you’ll do them a favor and 
recommend Gran Colombia Suites.  I do all the time.

Gran Colombia Suites
Celebrating 5 Years as Cuenca’s Premier Extended Stay 

By Ed Lindquist
Photographs Courtesy of Gran Colombia Suites

Address: Luis Cordedo 10-13 y Gran Colombia  Website: www.grancolombiasuites.com
 Phone: 07 2 829 862       Gran Colombia Suites

Large Dining Area with Palladium Windows

Proud Sponsor of 

Governor’s Expat

Hum
anitarian Award

>  b u s i n e s s  s p o t l i g h t
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Lotus posture,  for meditation

Iyengar style

Tree posture

Lotus posture,  for meditation

Iyengar wall ropes

T he practice of Hatha Yoga and meditation provides 
not only external changes in the form of strength, 

flexibility, and balance but, more importantly, internal 
changes by recognizing death is not an end but a 
transition. One leads a calmer life with improved 
concentration, less stress, and a heightened awareness 
of strengths and weaknesses. The body asks for a change 
of habits, a more natural diet of unprocessed foods, more 
contact with nature, quieter spaces, and chemical-free 
personal hygiene products that are good for the body 
and don’t harm the environment.

This is why Adhikara has been enhancing its services 
to include everything a person requires to maintain a 
healthier and more peaceful lifestyle while trying to keep 
energy balanced to avoid illness and discomfort. With 
the awareness that everything put on the skin enters the 
body, we have sought options to maintain fresh, hydrated, 
clean, and relaxed skin based on products without 
chemicals so that those with skin sensitivities or diseases 
may use them. Adhikara also maintains balanced energy 
through Reiki and reflexology massages.

Go ahead and try this path that will undoubtedly 
change your life.

The Path of Yoga
By Lorena Dávalos González

Photographs Courtesy of Adhikara

For more information about Yoga Classes
contact us through Whatsapp:  0999189844 

or email us at lorenadavalos@ymail.com

HOURS: Spa: 9:30 am to 1:00pm and 2:30pm to 6:30
ADDRESS: Remigio Tamariz 2-40 y Federico Proaño

          
Adhikara Cuenca
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By Teresa Drake

Photographs Courtesy of Cuenca Expats Magazine 

As I approached the la Corte Superior de Justicia, or 
the Old Justice Center, I was in awe of its grandeur.  

Oh, the stories those stone walls could tell if we but 
listened.  The archways and grand staircases that greet you 
as you enter instantly demand your respect and for you to 
speak in hushed tones. As you pass through the archway, 
you are greeted by a circular courtyard that is awash in 
natural light from the glass dome overhead.  Your eyes 
travel the circular balcony above to the courtyard below 
and are greeted by people scurrying about preparing for 
the event that is soon to take place.  Young ladies in crisply 
pressed uniforms from Mujeres con Éxito are getting last-
minute instructions on how they are to serve the tasty 
morsels from the various reception sponsors.    

Slowly the courtyard begins to fill with people smartly 
attired for the event: military personnel in uniform, 

A Night to Remember

Reception in Old Justice Center

Event Hosts Maite Duran & Ed Lindquist

Presents 2nd Annual

>  s p e c i a l  r e p o r t
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US Ambassador Todd C. Chapman

Governor and last year’s recipient Susan McBride

2019 Recipients Tod and Mary Freeman with Governor, US Ambassador and Susan McBride

dignitaries representing various organizations, and 
everyday expats. Soon a young lady is lifted skyward on 
a narrow acrobatic ring as the roar of the crowd builds in 
anticipation of what is to come.  No, this is not Hollywood 
on Oscar night, but I feel like I have traveled over the 
rainbow and landed not in Oz but in another magical 
land—Cuenca, Ecuador, where the 2nd Annual Governor’s 
Expat Humanitarian Award is to take place.

Four hundred and one people have been nominated 
for this prestigious award by their peers for their charitable 
contributions to the Azuay community. Every charitable 
work imaginable is represented from a doctor offering 
free medical assistance to a gentleman running a soup 
kitchen to a woman providing a safe haven for battered 
women and their children.  The nominees are from 22 
different countries who all now call Azuay home.  They did 
not come here to take, as conquerors of the past did, but 
to give and to make a home and a new life.  By giving 
unselfishly of themselves, they have demonstrated their 
unconditional love for the people of Azuay, their new 
“home,” and have bonded together with the people in a 
way that the United Nations, Congress, Parliament, or any 
other governmental body will never understand. These 
people give from the heart and do not look for payment. 
The smiles of U.S.  Ambassador Todd Chapman; Governor 
Xavier Enderica; Susan McBride, last year’s recipient; and 
Tod and Mary Freeman, this year’s recipients; said it all.  
No, this isn’t Oz or Hollywood drama. It’s just real people 
proving that when you work together and give from the 
heart, nothing is impossible.
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Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Alcorn Keyes, Dean
Amos, Paul
Andreatta, Kris
Appel, Marilyn Kay
Appel, Roger
Arismendi, Karla Sanchez
Arond-Thomas, Manya
Ashton, Colette
Askam, Lorraine
Avila, Daniel
Bacigalupo Duarte, Karla
Barber-Lindstrom, Gretchen 
Barber-Lindstrom, Timothy
Barfield, Anne
Barr, John
Barrett, Della
Barry, Madelaine
Basso, Annette
Basso, Greg
Bates, Mark
Bayard, Claude
Bayard, Jill
Bayless, Daniel
Bejas, Yenis
Benson, Cindy
Bentley, Eleanor
Berry, David
Birk, Anni
Bishop, Kati
Bishop, Tony
Blain, Kevin
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Bodine, Clay
Born, Charlean
Branden, Scarlett
Bradford, Sandy
Brinton, Jane
Brooke, Taylor
Broomfield, Joy
Buckner, Brian
Buckner, Edie
Budny, Debra
Burke March, Susan
Burnel, Joss
Burton, Adam
Bushman, Joanne
Bushnell, Bill
Campbell, Mark
Cantos, Andrea
Carothers, Craig
Carothers, Pam
Carriso Bondhus, Roxy
Carroll, Charles
Carroll-Mathes, Patricia
Case, Kathy
Castiglia, Anthony
Catino, Michele
Chase, Linda
Chiang, Jeanne
Cochran, Larry
Cochran, Marilyn
Coker, Thomas
Colb, Naomi
Cole, Hunter
Cole, Lilia
Connell, Duane
Coppler, Sara

Crabb, Jeff
Crabb, Melody
Crawley, Leanne
Crosbie, Marla
Cross, Eden
Crumley, Janet
Cruz, Dave
Culp, Deana        
Curls, Kimberly
Davis, Deb
Davis, Dianna
Davis, Kay
Davis, Linda
Davis, Mark
DeSalvo, Rachel
DeWitt, Cheryl
Dick, Deborah
Dick, William 
Dizney, Damion
Dobbs, Nancee
Dobbs, Preston
Dohery, Martin
Dolan-Keenan, Margery
Dorsett, Patricia
Drever, Danielle
Dullin, Marc
Duncan, Rachel
Dunlap, Nancy
Earl, Amelia
Egge, Patricia
Eidsness, Carl
Eidsness, Larysa
Engel, Janet
Engelman, Bones
Escudero, Inel

Fedyna, George
Fedyna, Rene
Ferrari, Marcelo
Feuerbacher, Steve
Fleischmann, Tom
Flottman, Ned 
Flottman, Sharon
Forgues, George
Foronda, Don
Foronda, Letty
Fraterman, Eric 
Freeman, Mary
Freeman, Tod
Frohling, Michael
Fry, Bob
Fulton, John
Gallen, Stephen
Galloway, Nancy
Gasper Bates, Julia
Gebb, Adam
George, Jacob
Gienau, Kip
Gompertz, Ouidad
Gompertz, Ron
Gonzales, Frank
Gonzalez, Greg
Gonzalez, Ian
Gonzalez, Madeleine
Goodwin, Pamela
Gordon, Bob
Gordon, Melinda
Gotfried, Larenn
Gotfried, Saxon
Gould, Doug
Gould, Pam
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Governor’s Expat Humanitarian 
Award Nominees

It is an honor to present the 2019 Governor’s Expat Humanitarian Award Nominees. 
Sincerely, Melody J. Crabb, Chair, Nominating Committee

Sponsored Reception 
    Old Justice Center

Welcome, Presentation of Nominees, Awarding
of Governor’s Trophy to 2019 Recipient 
    Old Cathedral

Governor’s Receiving Line for Presentation of
Special Award Certificates to All Nominees

EVENT PROGRAM

6:00pm  -  6:45pm

7:00pm  -  8:00pm

8:00pm  -  8:30pm
MAY 
07
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Gregory, Nancy
Gress, Carol
Grillo, Frank
Grove, Janda
Ham, Diana
Ham, Doug
Hamilton, Carolyn
Hampton, Sue
Hansen, Mark
Hardy, Jack
Hardy, Teresa
Harlan, Lisa
Hart, Matthew
Heck, John
Hefner, Calvin
Heilfrich, Mary
Hellman, Mary
Helmich-Grillo, Marjorie
Hemingway, Bernie
Hemmingway, Nancy
Hendon, Lovey
Hermoza de Torres, Paola
Herndon, Frank
Herrera, Carmen
Herrera, William
Hertzenberg, Rob
Higgins, Robert
Hiltbrand, Jane
Hinebaugh, Guy
Hinebaugh, Leslie
Hitsky, Brian
Hoff, Richie
Hogg-Lochow, Frances
Hollenstein, Claudio
Hollenstein, Lindsay
Hubbert, Rick
Hulmes, Leita
Hunt, Jane
Hurst, Guy
Inks-Bodine, Laura
Jackson, JoAnne
Jacob, Aaron
Jacobs, Rob
Jaffe, Lisa
Johnson, Diane
Johnson, Katy
Johnson, Steven
Johnston, Frank
Jones, Jeff
Jones, Mary
Jordan, Dee
Jungerberg, Ken
Jungerberg, Michelle
Kardas, Andrew
Kardas, Shelby
Kardas, Sofie
Kaulitz, Kathy
Kaultiz, Garry
Kelly, Mary
Kennemer, Phil
Kennemer, Rebecca
Khaleque, Sima
Kimmick, Laura
Kinnard, Jorie
Klippel, Lynne
Knighton, Frances

Kolodinski, Walter Arnold
Koreen, Sylvia
Kraft, Sandra
Kramer, Nikki
Kroll, Bodhi
Kuney, Jo Ellen
Lafrentz, Irmgard
Lamy, Jean-Pierre
Lamy, Susan
Larsen, Debby
Larsen, Tom
Laughlin, Nancy
LeBlanc-Nadeau, Lynne
Lewis, Linda
Lewis, Ray
Lightfoot, Paco
Lindquist, Edward
Lloyd, Carl
Lloyd, Rhonda
Loman, Janet
Loriano, Spryte
Lovett, Dodie
Lovett, Rick
Luse, Miriam
Lutz, Terry
MacBryde, Susan
Magee, Christine
Mahoney, Ruth
Malone, Amanda
March, Ken
Marcom, Robert
Marcom, Ruth
Marquis, Paul
Mars, JW
Marsden-Kroll, Hayley
Mason, Frank
Mason, Joy
Mays, Martha
Mazzera, Sue-z
McBride, Susan
McCord, Jean
McCullough, Kathryn
McIver, William
Meers, Paul
Meier Hurst, Jvonna
Mendez, Priscila
Metcalf, Tom
Middleton, Karen
Milden, Stephen
Mills, Cynthia
Miner, Jane
Mitchell, Steve
Monchik, Sudsy
Montana, Monte
Moran, Peter
Moreno, Diane
Moreno, Juan
Morgan, Eileen
Mullowney, Mary
Mulry, Patricia
Mungo, Scott
Nacey, Tim
Nack, Jonathan
Nelson, Luisa
Noel, Henry
Norwood, Jaci

O’Brien, William
O’Donald, Rita
One, Juanita Ruth
Osman, Abby
Overcash, Hillary 
Overcash, Mary
Owen, Stefani
Paculaba Degamo, Debby
Panko, Karen
Paternoster, Laurie
Paulin, Jose
Peden, Heather
Peregrino, Patrick
Phillips, Mike
Phillips, Teresa
Pirkl, Linda
Pollice, Gary
Pomeroy, Cheryl
Porter, Judith
Potenza, Regina
Poulin, Jose
Powell, Anna
Pratt, Kiley
Pratt, Reanna
Pryor, Rachael
Raber, Sarah
Rajewski, Sky
Raskind, Linda
Reardon, Belinda
Reardon, Jeremiah
Resnick, Nate
Rios, Lady
Rios, Mariam
Robinson, Bette
Rodeheaver, Deborah
Rogers, Ashley
Roth, Michael
Roughly-Drew, Deana
Rovetto, Katy
Rux, Julia
Salz, Jeff
Sanchez, Joel
Sangine, Anne Cooley
Schaefer, Ginger
Schenck, Susan
Schroder, Kalvin
Schwartz, Bruce
Sena, Mike
Sette, Ronnie
Sexton, Moria
Shrader, Holly
Signes, Richard
Simmons, Pat
Simoneau, Adrienne 
Sims, Julia
Small, David
Smetacek, Martin
Smith, Jeff
Smith, Phillip
Smith, Rick
Snow, Barbara
Snow, Gary
Soares, Michael
Sorrento, Linda
Steenburgh, Marilyn
Steffler, William

Stinton, Jayne
Stiteler, Donna
Stiteler, Rowland
Talley, Karin
Taylor-Thomsett, Sherry
Theodos, Lorriane
Theodos, Roger
Thoene, Wendell
Thomas, Darla
Thomas, David
Thompson, Holly
Thompson, John
Thomsett, Sherry
Thornton, Nancy
Thurston, Suzanne
Toepel, Denise
Toritani, Atskiu
Tullius, Helga
Tumampo, Tayna
Turner-Thoene, Maureen
Turpin, Nancy
Umet, Yasu
Van Pelt, Jeff
Vatcher, Garry
Vault, Susan Moore
Velez, Juan Carlos
Vinu, Johny
Wagner, Doris
Wallis, Ellie
Wanner, Michael
Ward, Cassie
Ward, Suzanne
Warsinger, Nancy
Watkins, Ronald
Waxman, Steve
Weaver, Donna
Weaver, Ken
Webb, Bard
Webb, Brenda
Weiss, Trudy
Westcott, Rich
Westhorp, Micki
Wilkinson, Jack
Williams, Elinor
Wilson, Jim
Wilson-Glah, Jolene
Winger, Adrien
Winger, Ed
Winter, Margaret
Wolfe, Dawn
Wong, Johnson
Wong, Marianne
Wood, Kimberley
Woods, Nancy
Wooten-Green, Linda
Wooten-Green, Ron
Wright, Colton
Wright, Judy
Wuerdeman, Curt
Young, Stan
Zina, Nico
Zoernig, David
Zoubi, Ricky
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SOI Opticas
We make your glasses! Qualified professionals 
at your service for both frames and lenses. 
Discounts on frames and sunglasses
Locations
El Centro: Benigno Malo y Presidente Córdova
Stadium: Florencia Astudillo 3-45 y Av. Solano
Zona Rosa: Av. Gran Colombia y Manzaneros, 
Andalucia Plaza building
             -   www.soiopticas.com

El Bueste
Artisanal Gouda Cheeses

Phone: 099 209 5969 or 07 281 6672  - Patricio Muñoz 
E-mail: pachimugon@yahoo.com 
     Quesos El Bueste

Ana Margaritas
Your favorite margaritas now home delivered! 
Made with fresh limes.
Phone: 098 711 1899 - Ana Herington
E-mail: anaherington78@gmail.com
           anamargaritas78

Double D’s Delights
North American style desserts and sweets as well 
as a variety of appetizers and hors d’oeuvres 
perfect for any size gathering. Let us customize a 
menu for your next event. Delivery available.

Phone: 096 802 2874 or 096 802 2545
E-mail: doubleds@doubledsdelights.com
     Double D’s Delights Cuenca

EcuaAssist
A bilingual consulting company with eight years in the 
business with an A+ Better Business Bureau rating. Its 
mission is to improve the expat’s experience of Ecuador.
Address: Honorato Vasquez 6-02 y Hermano Miguel
Hours: Mon- Fri: 9am to 1pm  /  Phone: 099 011 1818
Toll Free US: 1-844.532.3282 Worldwide: + 1.415.251.3034 
E-mail: Info@ecuaassist.com        EcuaAssist
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Implaesthetic
Center for dental specialties. High quality 
treatments by certified specialists in modern 
facilities.
Phone: 099 861 6306 or 07 407 9248
Address: Padre Julio Matovelle 1-57 y Manuel María
Palacios (Behind Banco Pichincha Remigio Crespo)

Pepper Mill
Espresso Bar Gelateria
Hours: Mon: 9am to 7pm; Tue-Fri: 9am to 9pm
Sat: 10am to 8pm; Sun: 9am to 3:30pm
Address: Tarqui 11-87 y Presidente Córdova
Phone: 099 155 1919
Email: peppermillcuenca@gmail.com

Liforce
 Gym, physical therapy, and beauty center for 
expats. Conveniently located under one roof. We 
have everything you need to stay in shape and 
always look your best.
Address: Ordoñez Lasso y Los Claveles 
(Riverside Building)
Phone: 099.276.1339

Mayta
Production and marketing of gourmet chocolate 
bars and coffee from a single source in Ecuador 
Phone: 099 469 8963 
Distribution Point: Melatte Cafetería, boutique hotels, El 
Mercado, Trujillo, Mathew Bagel Store 
E-mail: sales@maytagourmet.com 
     Maytachocolate    -    www.maytagourmet.com

Luvimar
Luvimar sells gourmet products such as export 
quality seafood and aged cheeses. Always looking 
to add new items for discerning palates.
Address: Luis Moreno Mora 5-85 y Roberto Crespo Toral
Phone: 099 439 6619 or 07 281 4249
E-mail: Luvimar.ec@gmail.com
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Tourism is growing in Ecuador, and Cuenca is getting 
recognized as a hot spot.  Already known as North 

America’s favorite retirement destination, the city is 
earning well deserved honors from visitors from all over 
the world. Friendly people, colonial architecture, wide 
range of cultural activities, the weather--what’s not to like?  
Well, there is one thing visitors and residents all agree 
upon--noise and pollution in El Centro.  

Downtown’s confined area of historic buildings and 
narrow streets, the combustion of fossil fuels, and high 
noise levels all make for a toxic environment. Diesel 
and gasoline vehicles produce nitrous oxide, carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide, volatile organic compounds, 
and macroparticles. Besides the gases mentioned, 
gasoline engines emit lead compounds and small 
amounts of sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. Bus fleets 
in Cuenca operate with diesel fuel which is even worse. In 
addition, diesel and gas engines generate vibrations that 
damage the infrastructure of the buildings, sidewalks, and 
streets of El Centro.

To reduce the pollution caused by vehicular traffic, it is 
necessary to take measures that promote the use of non-
standard modes of transport such as public transportation, 
bicycles, and electric vehicles.

El Centro was never designed to handle the number 
of buses and cars now chocking its streets. The good 
news is Cuenca has taken steps to reduce noise and 
pollution problems downtown: the Tranvía, bike-sharing, 
and more pedestrian-friendly walkways.  Now it’s time to 

do more--eliminating diesel buses in certain areas of El 
Centro and reducing the number of gasoline cars.

In addition to the overall health benefits of these 
moves, there is greater efficiency in the consumption of 
energy. It’s possible to reduce fossil fuel and, therefore, 
save oil.  And with the new hydroelectric plants, there is 
plenty of energy in Ecuador suitable for these new modes 
of transportation with an opportunity of a special rate for 
charging electrical vehicles.

Loja was the first city in the country to have a fleet of 
electric vehicles and have an electric charging stations.  
BYD E-MOTORS ECUADOR SA, a distributor for the 
world’s leading manufacturer and seller of electric buses 
and cars, worked with the Loja city government to invest 
over $700,000 to prove the viability of electric mobility for 
the future of Ecuador. The 35 drivers in the Loja Ecotaxi 
project demonstrated what could be achieved. After two 
years, carbon dioxide was reduced by 1 million tons and 
$170,000 were saved in fuel costs.  The project proved to 
be beneficial for visitors, residents, and taxi owners alike. 

There is a similar situation happening in Guayaquil where 
the Municipality through its Transit Agency promoted a 
different bus rate of USD 0.35 for Saucinc, the bus operator 
that purchased from BYD the first pure electric bus fleet in 
the country (the 2nd one is Latam). With 20 electric buses, 
Saucinc has doubled its riders since April and has become 
an example for the country and the region.

The future is now. Loja and Guayaquil led the way. Now, 
it’s Cuenca’s turn.

Electric Buses and Taxis
Reasonable & Responsible Alternatives to Solving El Centro’s Noise & Pollution

By Cuenca Expats Magazine Staff Writer
Photographs Courtesy of BYD-E

Ecuador’s first fleet of electric taxis
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Expats at the successful grand opening of 
Mike’s Meats. Federico Malo & 12 de Abril.

Corner, across from Parque de la Madre 

Photographs Courtesy of CEM & Mike’s Meats

Expats in the News

Pastrami has arrived
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W ith presence in the market for more than 
ten years, Limport specializes in providing 

cleaning and maintenance services for both 
residential and commercial customers. We base 
our competitive strategy on the excellence of 
our human resources and on the optimal quality/
price ratio of our services. Our mission is to 
provide clean spaces for each of our clients, 
adapting to their needs in order to meet their 
expectations, providing personalized attention 
as well as professional and efficient service. 
Cleaning is one of the most critical activities 
whether it be in small family homes or in public 
spaces shared by thousands of people. It is one 
of the most important responsibilities because 
cleaning ensures the elimination of bacteria, 
parasites, and viruses as well as any kind of dirt or 
garbage. Health specialists consider maintaining 
a clean and hygienic environment as one of the 
most important and essential elements for one’s 
health. Because of this, it is important to trust 
professionals who specialize in cleaning and 
disinfection of the different environments in which 
we live, work, and play.

Your Health
Importance of Deep Cleaning Your Home

By Lorena Larriva
Photographs Courtesy of Limport
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Y owwccch! I rise from the sofa and fall to the floor as 
my knee gives out. I’ve been doing plenty of hiking 

recently feeling strong... and now this? Impossible. 
Worst of all is the timing. Stephen Meyers, my best travel 

buddy for more than four decades, is about to arrive from 
the States for ten days of ardent adventuring.  Depression 
deepens as I hug the sofa in my thigh-to-ankle splint 
watching Game of Thrones Season Seven reruns, cursing 
my luck, my bum knee and growing grouchier every day.

Stephen arrives. In need of a fresh destination, we 
point our rental car in a direction neither of us has 
explored, where viewing the wildlife and living the wild 
life is possible... even with my minimized mobility. We will 
head toward the coast and choose the less-beaten path 
northward toward Esmeraldas and the Colombian border 
in search of Shangri-la.

The outskirts of Guayaquil are a shock to the system. 
Threading gargantuan shopping malls, fast food joints and 
gated communities, we escape the heat and humidity in 
an air-conditioned highway sandwich shop swarming with 
tattooed twenty-somethings in tank-tops, flip-flops, and 
back-facing baseball caps.  My senses reel.  Suddenly it is 
2010 and I am back in southern Florida visiting my parents 
in their condo complex. Cast into this sweltering abyss, 
overwhelmed by the throngs in thongs, I think to myself 
“this is not Ecuador” in the same split second I realize it is.  
Obviously, I’ve been too long sheltered in our sweet and 
timeless Cuenca. We keep driving.

North of Montañita and just past Olón, before the 
highway drops over the hill toward the wide, green alluvial 
valley of Río Ayampe, we turn left down and dead end 
at the tiny fishing settlement of La Rinconada. Perched 
high above the water, Vista al Mar is an economically 
priced restaurant with a million-dollar view.  We strike 

Road Trip! Seeking Shangri-la
Cuenca to Colombia 

By Jeff Salz
Photographs by Jeff Salz

Small girl with Kinkajou, Rio BlancoEcuador’s Best Beach Los Frailes Beach, Parque Nacional Machalilla

Stephen Meyers Makes a New Ecuadoran Friend
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up a conversation with Enrique Rivera. He has lived the 
fisherman’s life since age eight when his mom and dad 
built one of only three houses that formed the original 
settlement.  “The town and he grew up together,” he says. 
The restaurant was his wife Ana’s idea. When I hold out 
pen and paper asking him for her last name he demurs, 
stiffening when I joke about not being able to spell it. 

“True, I cannot read or write. I never had time for that,” 
he says, chest puffing. “But I can do many things. Most of 
all, I am a damn good fisherman.”

Daughter Elizabeth serves us langostinos brought home 
by her dad earlier in the day.  “Shrimp are farmed,” she 
explains. “Langostino are tastier. A few hours ago they 
swam in the sea.”  She is right. Every bite offers the taste of 
the ocean. It’s the best lunch we’ll have on the entire trip.  

What makes the settlement of Ayampe outstanding is 
what it lacks. No traffic, loudly pumping music, resorts or 
fancy restaurants; Ayampe is lush, green and seductively 
tranquil. Las Cabañas Tortugas, a romantic, laid-back 
haven with a vegan vibe, hosts a mix of European Rasta-
coiffed surfer-types and locals in search of a romantic 
getaway. Offshore is a dramatic rock formation named 
“Los Horcados” once provided convenient natural gallows 
for pirate gangs to string up their rivals.  Stephen and I 
walk the beach at dusk watching as the sun sets directly 
between the two sea stacks. It’s breathtaking. 

Owner David Cárdenas explains how everyone 
considered him insane when he purchased this wild stretch 
of coast to build a tourist hostal. No electricity. No water. 
Now he works with fellow owners to ‘keep Ayampe funky’ 
by establishing limits to growth.  On a map he shows us 
a dirt road leading into the interior.  Another heads even 
deeper but is currently impassable. “Come back in the dry 
season. I’ll take you there myself.”

Where the tire tracks disappear into a rapidly rushing river,
the road we chose comes an end. A small girl approaches 

cautiously with what turns out to be a kinkajou. Able to turn 
their feet backwards to run easily in either direction along 
branches or up and down trunks, their sweet disposition 
stems from the fact they have no predators. Fearlessly, it 
climbs and sniffs our heads, nibbles our ears, and hangs 
from our arms with its prehensile tail. Eyes like deep black 
pools stare into ours, tiny teeth teethe on our necks. 
Apprehension dissolves into childlike laughter. A kinkajou 
is undeniably the cutest animal on Planet Earth.

Half an hour north of Ayampe and known as the 
most scenic in all Ecuador, Los Frailes Beach is indeed 
beautiful. It’s also no secret. Mid-morning we arrive and 
park between tour busses disgorging excited beachgoers.  
Families with folding chairs gather under umbrellas along 
the white sandy coastline. A short visit later we push on. 

Our trip up the coast toward the border of Colombia 
is only getting underway. Still ahead lie the less-visited 

beaches of Manabi Province, the islands and mangrove 
swamps off the coast of Mompiche and - most alluring - 
the marimba-infused, mysteriously provocative province 
of Esmeraldas.

Ecuador continues to amaze our eyes and open our 
hearts at every turn. Excited to see what lies around the 
next bend, we head north. Still in search of Shangri-la.

To be continued: Onward to Esmeraldas!

Sun Sets over Los Horcados, Ayampe

The Rivera Family of the Vista al Mar Restaurant, La Rinconada
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